The paper concerns metaphorical representations of the image of Moscow in Osip Mandelstam
It is a barbarious scene -a market place in the middle of the city: here a person can be torn apart for a stolen pie and he/she will be thrown as a rubber doll -up to the bloody foam; people here are dough and things are yeast, and whether you want it or not, but you will be kneaded by someone's itching palms.
Sukharevka will jostle against you as a big country woman -for a good reason Moscow is famous for "its markets that are as big as country women"; evil shallow bargaining is splashing in the yellow-green shores of taverns; empty Sheremetievsky courtyard lies on the left as a horseshoe, the building is light, winged like a white maiden's foot" (Mandelstam, 2011, vol In the essay "The Fur Coat" ("Shuba") (1922), the visionary poet, as synthetic projection of the favorite loci, connected by the poetic "sledding", will recreate a virtual "inner city", from which perspective in the "Sukharevka" he will look at 
